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Three-Dimensional
Simulation
of
7.75
a Magnitude
Earthquake
on
the
San
Andreas
Fault
KimB. Olsen, Ralph J. Archuleta,*Joseph R. Matarese
Simulation of 2 minutes of long-period ground motion in the Los Angeles area with the
use of a three-dimensional finite-difference method on a parallel supercomputer provides
an estimate of the seismic hazard from a magnitude 7.75 earthquake along the 170kilometer section of the San Andreas fault between Tejon Pass and San Bernardino.
Maximum ground velocities are predicted to occur near the fault (2.5 meters per second)
and in the Los Angeles basin (1.4 meters per second) where large amplitude surface waves
prolong shaking for more than 60 seconds. Simulated spectral amplitudes for some
regions within the Los Angeles basin are up to 10 times larger than those at sites outside
the basin at similar distances from the San Andreas fault.

The damage in Mexico City from the Michoacan earthquake (19 September 1985)
and in the Marina district of San Francisco
from the Loma Prieta earthquake (19 October 1989) has clearly illustrated the risks
for population centers located in basins at a
significant distance from the causative
fault. The sediments filling the basins,
which have low elastic moduli, amplify the
seismic wave,s relative to the surrounding
bedrock. In addition, the edges of the basins
can generate large-amplitude waves that
can prolong the shaking in the basins. Moderate-sized events, such as the magnitude
(M) 6.7 Northridge earthquake (17 January
1994), the M 6.0 Whittier Narrows earthquake (1 October 1987), and the M 6.6 San
Fernando earthquake (9 February 1971),
have emphasized the seismic hazard from
faults on the Los Angeles (LA) fault system
(1-5). Nonetheless, the San Andreas fault
(SAF) remains potentially the most hazardous for the LA area because it has produced
large earthquakesin historical time (2, 6, 7).
To determine the amount of shaking
that could occur in the LA area, we simulated a M 7.75 earthquake on the section of
the SAF closest to LA. We considered a
propagating rupture for 170 km from Tejon
Pass to San Bernardino (Fig. IA). This part
of the SAF, which consists of two segments,
the Mojave and part of the San Bernardino
Mountains segment (2), is believed to have
produced the M 7.5 earthquake on 12 December 1812 (6, 8). The average recurrence
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face rupture on the Mojave segment is
150+123 years and on the San Bernardino
segment it is 146+91 years (2). Mean conditional probabilities of 26 ? 11% (M 7.53)
and 28 ? 13% (M 7.30) have been determined for earthquakes on the Mojave and
San Bernardino segments, respectively, to
occur before the year 2024 (2). Because
both segments have similar recurrence intervals and conditional probabilities, and
may have ruptured together in earlier
events (6), it is reasonable to consider a
scenario where this section of the SAF ruptures again in a single earthquake.
To estimate the ground shaking from
such an earthquake (9) we incorporated the
three-dimensional (3D) structure of the
medium through which the seismic waves
will travel from the SAF to LA. The geology of this region is varied: Igneous and
metamorphic basement rocks crop out extensively in the Mojave Desert and San
Gabriel Mountains (10) whereas sedimentary rocks fill the deep basins in LA and the
San Fernando Valley ( 1). The seismic energy will thus propagate for at least 35 km
through igneous and metamorphic rocks before impinging on the sedimentary basins of
greater LA (Fig. iB). Were it not for the
basins beneath the San Fernando Valley
and LA (including the San Gabriel Valley)
(Fig. iB), the model would consist of horizontal layers where the material parameters
varied only with depth (12). However, with
their irregulargeometry and different material properties, these sedimentary basins affect the ground motion by amplifying seismic waves, prolonging their duration, and
generating waves at the basin edges (3, 13,

14).
To approximate a M 7.75 earthquake on
the SAF, we simulated a rupture on a fault
plane 16.5 km deep and 170 km long that
extends from Quail Lake (10 km southeast
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of Gorman) to Mill Creek ( 11 km northeast
of Redlands). The fault plane had a constant strike (1180) that followed the strike
of the SAF with a slight deviation (maximum of 6 km) at the northwestern end of
the Mojave segment (Fig. IA). The rupture
initiated at a point 2 km from the northwestern end of the fault segment, at 10 km
depth, and dextrally offset the two sides of
the fault by 4.82 m everywhere (15) (Table
1). The earthquake rupture lasted 68 s before terminating at Mill Creek. The shear
(S) waves that continuously radiated from
the rupture impinged on the basins about
20 s after the earthquake started. Some
areas of the LA basin continued to vibrate
for more than 60 s because of the continual
stimulation from waves arriving from different parts of the fault, waves generated at the
basin edges, and resonances in the basin.
Numerical model for the earthquake
rupture and 3D wave propagation. We subdivided a large volume (230 km by 140.4
km by 46 km) of southern California into
23,209,875 cubes 0.4 km on a side with a
gridpoint at each vertex. Each gridpoint was
assigned a compressional wave velocity, an
S wave velocity, and a density (16). The 3D
structure did not include the basins beneath
the Upper Santa Ana Valley, the San Bernardino Valley, or the Ventura area (14,
17) because there was no discretized 3D
model for their elastic and material properties. Therefore the amplitude and duration
of the simulated ground motion is probably
underestimated in these areas (14, 18).
We kinematically simulated the earthquake as a constant slip that radially propagated outward with a velocity 85% of the
local S wave velocity. The slip rate function
is Gaussian with a dominant period of 4.5 s.
This function was later deconvolved from
the synthetic records to obtain a slip rate
with uniform spectral response to displacement for frequencies up to 0.4 Hz that is
constant everywhere on the fault (3). This
formulation allows the seismic moment and
synthetics to be scaled by a single value of
slip. The effective rise time is about 3 s
everywhere on the fault (19).
The source was implemented in the finite-difference grid by adding -Mjj(t)/V to
Sij(0, where Mij(t) is the ij'th component of
the moment tensor for the earthquake, V is
Table 1. Earthquake rupture parameters.
Southeast fault limit
Northwest fault limit
Hypocenter
Hypocenter depth (km)
Slip (m)
Moment magnitude (M)
Width, length (km)

Depthto top of fault(kin)
Dip,strike,rake(?)

34.0890N, 11 7.064?W
34.8080N, 118.688?W
34.8000N, 11 8.669?W
10
4.82
7.75
16,170

0.5
90, 118, 180

Fig. 1. (A) Topographic map

of southern California.The
rectangleshows the arealextent of the simulation.The
SAF is shown by the green
line;ourapproximation
to the
SAFis shown by the dashed
white line. The thick solid
white line is the coastlineof
The thin
southernCalifornia.
whitelinesdepict majorfreeways. The dashed white line
B-B' is a profileused fordisplaying seismograms. 1, 2,
and 3 denote sites inthe basin, on the edge of the basin,
and outside the basin, re-_
spectively.A, Anaheim;CP,
Compton;DN, Downey;HB,
Huntington
Beach;IN,Inglewood;SA,SantaAna;andSM,SantaMonica.(B)Three-dimensional
perspectiveof the isosurfaceforan S-wavevelocityof 2.6 km/s
illustrating
the geometryof the basins.Verticalexaggerationis 3.2. Modelingparametersare listedinTable1.

the cell volume, and Sij(t) is the ij'thcomponent of the stresstensor on the fault at
time t (Table 2).
We use a staggered-grid
finite-difference
scheme to solve the 3D elastic equationsof
motion (20); the accuracyis fourthorderin
spaceand secondorderin time. The numerical implementationof the 3D scheme is
describedin (21). To eliminate artificial
reflectionsfromthe boundariesof the grid,
we implementedabsorbingboundaryconditions coupled with a bufferzone of strong
attenuation (22). In the following,we removed these zones and presentthe simulation results within the area (174 km by
114.8 km) (Fig. 1A) that encompassesthe
populationcentersof the LA area.
Finite-difference modeling of elastic
wavesin large-scale3D models,such as the
one used in the SAF simulation,consumes
vast quantitiesof computationalresources.
The earth model and the calculatedstress
andvelocityfieldsrequiregigabytesof physical memoryand gigaflopsof CPU for tens
of hours to simulate the total durationof
groundmotion within a reasonableperiod
of time. Such computationalrequirements
are beyond the resourcesof workstations
and most supercomputerswith sharedmemoryconfigurations.To carryout our
simulation we used grid-decomposition
Table 2. Three-dimensionalmodeling parameters.
Spatial discretization (km)
Temporal discretization (s)
MinimumP-wave velocity (km/s)
MinimumS-wave velocity (km/s)
Minimumdensity (kg/m3)
Gridpointsalong 1 180
Gridpointsalong 280
Gridpointsalong vertical
Timesteps
Simulationtime (s)

0.4
0.025
2.41
1.00
2070
576*
352*
116
4800
120

show436 gridpoints
*Figures
alongthe 118 azimuthand
288 gridpointsalongthe 280 azimuth.

techniqueson the massivelyparallelprocessorsof the nCUBE2 at the EarthResources
Laboratory
of the Massachusetts
Instituteof
Technology.
Figure2 illustrateshow we subdividethe
3D volumeof the modelover eight parallel
processors(Fig. 2). Each processoris responsiblefor performingstressand velocity
calculationsfor its portion of the grid, as
well as dealingwith boundaryconditionsat
the externaledges of each volume. At the
intemal edges,whereneighboringportions
of the earth volume are containedon separatenodes, the processorsmust exchange
stressandvelocity informationto propagate
the wavescorrectly.On the nCUBE2, this
communicationtime representsa negligible
part of the total run time. In other words,
the samesimulationcan be performedtwice
as fast on twice as manyprocessorsas long
as the internaledgesrepresenta smallpart
of the model held by each processor.
Forthe SAF simulationwe used all 512
processorsavailableon the nCUBE2. With
grid dimensions of 576 by 352 by 116
points, the most memory-efficientdecomposition involved assigningsubgridsof 36
by 44 by 29 pointsto the individualprocessors.In keepingwith the fourthorderfinitedifferencescheme, a two-point-thickpadding layerwas addedto the outsideof each
subgridto bring the total subgriddimensions to 40 by 48 by 33 points.To store 12
arrays(threeelasticcoefficients,threecomponentsof velocity, and six componentsof
stress) of this size requiredjust over 2.9
megabytesof the 4 megabytesof physical
memoryon each processor.The remaining
memorywasconsumedby the programlogic
and additionalvariablesas well as the operatingsystemkernel.Using a griddecompositioncode basedupon the portableMessage PassingInterfacestandard,the finitedifferencesimulationtook 17 s per timestep
or nearly23 hoursto completethe 120 s of
SCIENCE * VOL. 270
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simulatedgroundmotion.Morethan a gigabyte of diskspacewasusedto storethe time
historyof the groundmotion at the surface.
Simulatedground motion and seismic
hazard in LA. To illustratethe development of the groundmotion as the rupture
propagatedalong the SAF we show snapshotsof long-periodgroundvelocity (Fig.3)
overthe 19,975km2area(Fig. 1A). By 20 s,
the S waveshad enteredSan FemandoVal-

y_

B'.

Processor0
Processorl1
Fig. 2. Griddecompositionof the SAF rupture
modelon the nCUBE2. (Top)The model is de,
composed intoa numberof subgrids,labeled0
through7. Theactualmodelwas dividedinto512
to the numberof processubgrids,corresponding
sors used in the simulation.(Bottom)Illustration
of the communicationbetween neighboringsubscheme
grids. The fourth-orderfinite-difference
requiresthat a two-point-thickpaddinglayerbe
added to the outsideof each subgridin orderto
propagatethe waves correctly.Thispaddinglayer
alwayscontainsthe most recentlyupdatedwavefieldparametersexchangedfromthe edge of the
neighboringsubgrid(arrows).
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ley. By 30 s, when the rupturehad propagated abouthalfwayalongthe SAF,the S waves
had enteredthe main LA basin.The area
nearthe northem intersectionof Interstates
5 and 405 showed intense groundmotion.
The high intensity was producedbecause
resonancein the deep partof the San FernandoValleybasinradiatedsecondarywaves
as seen by the faintcircularwavefrontscenteredon this area(R, Fig.3 at 40 s). At 40 s,
the groundmotion in the LA basin had
intensified:the San Gabriel Valley, just
southeastof the intersectionof Interstates10
and 605, and the areajust south of downtown LA show largeamplitudegroundmo-

tions. At 50 s the entire LA basinwas excited by largeamplitudesurfacewaves.The
rupturewas almost complete by 60 s, at
whichtimethe wavefrontsin the basinslowly beganchangingdirectionfromsoutheast
parallelto the long axis of the LA basinto
the southwest.At 70 s, large amplitude
wavesweregeneratedby reflectionsfromthe
steep northeastsidesof the basin;the peaks
and troughsof the waveswerealignedwith
the long axis of the basin and propagated
west into the offshorearea. This pattem
persisted but diminished through 100 s
whereonlyfaintshadowsmimickedthe larger amplitudesthat existed30 s before.

-m

To encapsulatemanyof these effectswe
showa suiteof seismograms
and the S wave
velocitystructure(Fig.4, A and B) fromthe
Venturabasinto the mountainseast of San
Clemente (B-B', Fig. 1A). By visuallycorrelatingthe suite of seismograms
with the S
wave velocity structure,the effect of the
basin on the amplitudeand duration of
shaking is evident. The basin affected all
three componentsof motion (Fig. 4C) but
primarilythe componentparallel(1 180) to
the axis of the trough(23). To examinethe
frequencycontent of the shaking,we comparedthe Fourierspectralamplitudesof particle velocity for the 1180 componentfor
three sites (Fig. 4D): (i) over the deepest
partof the basin,(ii) above the edge of the
basin,and (iii) outsidethe basin (Fig. 1A).
The maximumspectralamplitudefor the
edge site was a factorof two largerthan for
the site over the deepestpartof the basin.
The edgesite had its spectralmaximumat a
higherfrequency(0.25 Hz) comparedto the
site above the centralbasinwherethe first
broadpeak occurredaround0.16 Hz-approximatelythe fundamentalresonantfrequencyof the LA basin (24). The spectral
amplitudefor a site at the edge of the basin
was 10 times the spectralamplitudefor a
site outsidethe basineven thoughboth are
at the same distancefromthe SAF (25).
Contoursof the peak particle velocity
over the area reveal effects due to rupture
and structure(Fig.5). The 1180component
was largestnear the SAF and in the LA
basin. The high amplitudesnear the fault
were expected;the amplitudes(>0.5 m/s)
in the LA basin-60 km fromthe faultwere
not. The 0.25 m/scontourbasicallyoutlines
the San Gabriel Valley and LA basins.
Moreover,there is a largeareawith amplitudeslargerthan 0.75 m/s correspondingto
the deeperpartsof the LA basin.
The largelobe with peakvelocitygreater
than 0.75 m/s for the 280 component(Fig.
5) reflectsthe directivityof the rupture(4,
26) and the radiation pattem from the
source (23) that combine to producethe
maximumslip velocity 2.5 m/s. The 280
component shows that in the simulation
those areasin the forwarddirectionof the
rupturewereas severelyshakenas LA. Most
of the areawith peak velocity greaterthan
0.75 m/s wasconfinedto the less populated
San Gabriel Mountains. However, the
southeasternpartof the 0.75 m/s lobe cov-

Table 3. Comparison of maximum peak particle
velocities (m/s) near the SAF and in the LA basin
for three components of wave motion.
Fig. 3. Snapshots of simulated wave propagation in the LAarea for the hypothetical SAF earthquake; the
snapshots depict the horizontal (1180) particle velocities that represent shaking parallelto the SAF (23)
from 20 s to 100 s after the origintime of the rupture. Red depicts large amplitudes of both positive and
negative polarity.R depicts an area of local resonance above the deepest partof the San Fernando Valley
basin. The particle motion is scaled by a constant for all snapshots. Lines labeled as in Fig. 1A.
1630
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Location

1180

280

Vertical

NearSAF
LAbasin

2.01
1.37

2.51
0.70

0.91
0.54

U

ered the region in the populated Upper
Santa Ana Valley (includingcities such as
Ontario, Pomona, and Upland) and the
San BernardinoValley (including cities
such as San Bernardinoand Redlands).Because the SAF passesjust to the northwest
of these areas,the severityof the shaking
increasesbecauseof proximityto the fault
(25) andrupturedirectivity.The amplitude
of the wavesattenuatedwith distancefrom
the SAF exceptfor the amplificationresulting fromthe LA basinwhereamplitudeson
the 28? componentalso exceeded0.5 m/s.
The smallest peak particle velocities
were for the verticalcomponentas expected for strike-slipmotion on a verticalfault.
However,like the horizontalcomponents,
the LA basinamplifiesthe verticalmotion
relative to the surroundingarea. The net
resultis that the total groundmotion in the
LA regionin the simulationwasmuch larger than wouldbe predictedby a 1D model
(3, 13, 14). We illustrate this point by
mappingthe total cumulativekinetic energy (27) that takes into account the amplitude and durationof shakingfor all three
components of motion (Fig. 6). A large
swathwithin30 kmof the SAF experienced
significantshaking.The cumulativekinetic
energy decreasedwith distance from the
fault except for the basins, especially the
LA basin-where, for frequenciesup to 0.4

RESEARCHARTICLE

Hz, the cumulative kinetic energy was (28). (ii) The minimumS wave velocity is
equivalentto that near the fault. The ex1.0 km/s, again due to computationallimipectedattenuationwith distanceof the am- tations. In engineering terms this means
plitudeof the seismicwaves(25) wascoun- that all of the ground motion is for rock
teractedby the basingeometryand velocity ratherthan soil (29). Inclusionof the lower
structure.
velocity sediments would increase the
The simulatedgroundmotion shouldbe groundmotion amplitudes(30). The omisconsideredin the context of three factors: sion of higher frequenciesand lower near(i) Because of computationallimitations, surfacevelocities in the simulationdefine
the maximumfrequencywas 0.4 Hz. Ob- our resultsas a lowerboundfor the expectservedgroundmotions contain higher fre- ed groundmotion for the SAF rupturescequencies that will increasethe amplitudes nario. (iii) Our kinematicrupturemodel is
of the particlevelocitiesespeciallynearthe smooth in that the slip and slip rate are
SAF where anelastic materialattenuation constant everywhereon the fault and ruphas lesseffectthan fordistancesfarfromthe
ture velocity is a fixed percentageof the S
fault (25). The componentof motion per- wave velocity. The slip and the slip rate
pendicularto the strike(280), is 25%larger have plausiblevalues (15) but could certhan the parallelcomponentnear the fault tainly be allowed to vary spatially;such
(Table3). This 280 componentis amplified variationwouldaffectsignaldurationmore
by directivity of the ruptureand almost than amplitude (9). In real, large earthalwayshas the maximumparticlevelocity quakesrupturevelocity variessignificantly
(4, 26). However, the observednear-fault over long fault length. A variablerupture
peak velocities were generally associated velocity would decrease the coherency of
with pulses dominatedby frequencies1.0 the wavesleavingthe faultandmitigatethe
Hz or less (4, 26) so that the lowerfrequen- effects of directivity.Whether this would
cy of 0.4 Hz may not be a critical factor. increaseor decreasethe groundmotion in
The structuresmostaffectedby the comput- LA is unknown.
ed groundmotionwouldbe those that have
Our simulationof a M 7.75 earthquake
theirlowestmoderesponsewith frequencies on the SAF predictedlong-periodpeakparless than 0.4 Hz (periods?2.5 s); almostall
one- and two-story structureshave their
peak responseat much higher frequencies
0.25
,3,0.25
150

150

0.25
1180

100

100

30 km
X0

_

-

50 \f

X
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Fig. 4. Seismic response along profile B-B' (see Fig. 1A) for the hypothetical SAF earthquake. (A)
Simulated velocity seismograms for the 1180 horizontal component: site 1 is within the basin, site 2 is
along the basin edge, and site 3 is outside the basin. (B) Verticalcross section along B-B'; the contours
on the map depict the S-wave velocity at a contour intervalof 0.5 km/s. (C) Three component velocity
seismograms at site 2. L depicts Love waves and LLdepicts Love waves reflected at the basin edge. (D)
Fourierspectral amplitude for the 1 180 horizontalcomponent at sites 1, 2, and 3 (see Fig. 1A).
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Fig. 5. Contour maps of simulated peak velocities
along the 1 180, 280, and vertical components for

the hypotheticalSAFearthquake.Contourinterval
is 0.25 m/s with the 0.25 m/s contourlabeled.
Lineslabeledas in Fig.1A.
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10.
11.

12.
13.

Fig. 6. Map of simulated total cumulative kinetic
energies for the hypothetical SAF earthquake.
Note that the color scale is logarithmicin units of
Joules-seconds (J-s). Lines labeled as in Fig. 1A.

ticle velocities greater than 1.0 m/s at some
areas in LA and greater than 0.75 m/s over
a large central area even though the main
trough of the basin is about 60 km from the
fault (Fig. 5). These peak velocities are
similar to those observed near the fault for
some damaging earthquakes (4, 26) and
larger than particle velocities from simulated M 6.75 earthquakes on faults in LA (3).
While these simulated long-period waves
have large amplitudes, the threat they pose
to existing structures is unknown.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
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x 1/NiR so that surface waves decay more slowly
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than body waves. Intrinsicattenuation is the irreversible loss of wave energy due to internalfrictionas the
waves propagate through the medium. The amplitude decay due to internalfriction can be approximated by: A x exp(--rrft/Q)where f is frequency, t is
the time it takes for a wave to travel from the source
to the observer, and Q is a measure of the energy
loss due to internalfriction.We have omitted intrinsic
attenuation in our simulation. However, comparison
of observed seismic data from the 17 January 1994
M 6.7 Northridgeevent to an elastic simulationof the
earthquake (3) suggests that intrinsicattenuation has
limitedeffects on ground motion for frequencies less
than 0.4 Hz, as used in this study.
26. The rupture directivityis an effect that modifies the
energy in seismic waves depending on the angle
between the observation point and the direction of
rupture propagation [A. Ben-Menahem, Bull. Seismol. Soc. Am. 51, 401 (1961)]. Directivityincreases
the energy in the direction the rupture propagates
and decreases the energy in the back direction. A
seismic pulse in the forward direction increases in
amplitude and contracts in time; a seismic pulse in
the back direction decreases in amplitude and expands in time. The directivityeffect combined with
the radiation pattern of S waves leads to large
velocity pulses (on the order of 1.0 m/s) in the
forward direction of earthquake ruptures [R. Archuleta and S. Hartzell, Bull. Seismol. Soc. Am. 71,
939 (1981); R. Archuleta, J. Geophys. Res. 89,
4559 (1984); (4)].
27. The cumulative kineticenergy for each gridpoint(x,y)
on the surface is given by:
1

rT

Ek(X,y) = - p(x,y) J

28.

29.

30.

31.

2(X,y,t)dt

where k is the component of motion, p is the density,
u(x,y,t) is the velocity seismogram, and T is the duration of the seismogram. The cumulative energy
includes the amplitude and duration of the signal.
The total energy is the sum of all three components:
Etot(x,y)= E118(X,y)+ E28(X,y)+ Ev(X,y).
There are formulas for relating the height of structures with the period of the lowest-mode response.
For example, with h(ft) = (period/0.035)1 333 [Uniform Building Code (International Conference of
BuildingOfficials,Whittier,CA, 1988)], a 3.0-s period
corresponds to a 11 5-m-high steel frame building.
Such formulas serve as a guide; more flexible buildings or buildings made of differentmaterials may be
significantlyshorter for a given period. For example,
the Sherman Oaks building has a lowest-mode period of 3 s (0.33 Hz) but is 50.6 m high (13 stories)
[Chapter2, Earthq.Spectra Suppl. C 11, 13 (1995)].
The classification of soils and rock in geotechnical
engineering depends on the S wave velocity. A firm
to hard rock has an average shear-wave speed
greater than 700 m/s [R. Borcherdt, Earthq.Spectra
10, 617 (1994)]. The lowest velocity in our model is
1.0 km/s (Table 2).
Many papers document the amplificationof seismic
waves due to local near-surface geology [forexample, K. Aki, Am. Soc. CivilEng. Proc. Spec. Conf.
Earthq. Eng. Soil Dyna. 2,1 (1988)].
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